
Math 103b Winter 2006 Exam 1 review sheet
Exam FormatThe �rst part of the exam will onsist of shorter questions where you have toreall de�nitions or give examples of rings with ertain properties. If you areasked to justify answers in this setion, a very brief justi�ation is expeted.The seond part will be the longer question format, similar to the examsfrom last quarter, but ontaining fewer problems sine there is also a �rstpart.De�nitions you should know� Ring (but I will not ask you to hek that something is or is not a ringdiretly from the de�nition).� Identity element of a ring.� Commutative ring.� Unit.� Subring.� Zero-divisor.� Domain. (Reall that my terminology here is a little di�erent from thebook's. For me, a ring R is a domain if given two elements in the ring a; bsuh that ab = 0, then either a = 0 or b = 0. The book uses the term integraldomain to mean a domain whih is ommutative and has an identity. I allthis a \ommutative domain with identity." )� Field.� Canellation property.� Charateristi of a ring. (I only are about harateristi for rings Rwith identity, and I de�ne it to be the smallest positive integer n suh thatn � 1 = 0, or if no suh n exists the harateristi is de�ned to be 0.)� Ideal.� Fator ring.� Prime ideal. 1



� Maximal ideal.� Homomorphism and isomorphism.� Kernel and image of a homomorphism.Examples of RingsWe have only studied a few lasses of rings. You should know all of these andtheir basi properties. How do you multiply and add in eah one? Whihare domains and whih aren't? Whih are �elds? Whih are ommutativeand whih are nonommutative? Whih have an identity element and whatis it? What is the harateristi of eah ring?� Rings of numbers: Z;Q;R ; C .� Zm, the integers modulo m, for any m � 2.� Matrix rings: M2(F ), whih is 2 � 2-matries with entries from F .Here F ould be any of the rings of numbers above, or even Zm for some m.� The Gaussian integers Z[i℄ = fa+ bija; b 2 Zg, where i = p�1.� The ring of polynomials F [x℄, whih onsists of all elements of the formanxn+an�1xn�1+ � � �+a1x+a0, where the oeÆients ai all ome from F .Here F ould be any of the rings of numbers above, or even Zm for some m.� The ring Q [pm℄, where m is a positive integer whih is not a square.This ring onsists of all elements fa + bpmja; b;2 Zg. (I only did the asem = 2 on the board, but the same onstrution works for any m.)� Given any two rings R and S, the diret sum of R and S is a newring R � S = f(r; s)jr 2 R; s 2 Sg, with omponent-wise addition andmultipliation.Important theorems and tehniques� Know how to hek if a subset of a ring is a subring.� Know the theorem that a �nite ommutative domain with identity isa �eld, and understand the proof.� Know that Zm is a �eld preisely when m is prime, and understandwhy this fails when m is not prime.� Understand the example Q [p2℄ and understand the proof that it is a�eld.� Know the theorem that the harateristi of a domain is a prime num-ber (or 0).� Know how to hek if a subset of a ring is an ideal of the ring.2



� Given a ommutative ring R with element a, know the de�nition ofthe prinipal ideal generated by a, written hai.� Understand the de�nition of a fator ring and how to do addition andmultipliation in suh a ring.� Understand some important examples where fator rings an be shownto be the same as other familiar rings. Z=hmi �= Zm. R[x℄=hxi �= R. Thereare also various problems where one looks at fator rings of Z[i℄. For ex-ample, we showed Z[i℄=h2 � ii �= Z5 in lass (and this example is also inthe book); you should understand the basi idea of this proof (but won't beasked to ompletely reprodue it.)� Know the theorem that a ideal I of a ommutative ring R is prime ifand only if R=I is a domain, and that I is maximal if and only if R=I isa �eld. As a orollary, know that a ommutative ring R with identity is a�eld if and only if R and f0g are the only ideals of R.� Be able to hek if a funtion between two rings is a homomorphism,and if it is a isomorphism.� Know that the kernel of a homomorphism � : R! S is always an idealof R , and the image of a homomorphism is always a subring of S. Knowthe statement of the 1st isomorphism theorem: R= ker� �= Im� and how touse it.� Know that given any ring R with identity, there is a homomorphismZ! R sending a to a � 1. The kernel of this homomorphism is exatly hmi,where m is the harateristi of R.HomeworkReview the homework problems on homeworks 1-3.
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